Abstract: Precise time delay sensing combined with stable frequency dissemination on an arbitrary intermediate point along a fiber-optic loop link is presented. Based on -dispersion-induced radio-frequency (RF) phase locking, the whole loop time delay and phase shift are first stabilized. The time and frequency signals are carried on the same optical carrier and are delivered to both the clockwise and anticlockwise directions. On the intermediate point, the instantaneous time delay from the central station to that point can be acquired by measuring the delay difference. The stable frequency standard with twice the angular frequency of the RF reference can be recovered on the intermediate point by mixing the RFs in the two directions. In the 45-km fiber loop experiment, the variation of the sensed time delay is limited in AE50-ps range, and the time deviation of the sensed time delay is measured to be 19.79 ps after 1-s averaging and 0.896 ps after 10 3 -s averaging, as compared to the real delay value. The overlapping Allan deviation of the recovered 2.42-GHz frequency reaches 2:04 Â 10 À13 and 1:71 Â 10 À16 at 1 s and 10 4 s, respectively. The loop delay tunable range is in proportion to the fiber length, giving the potential of constructing a long-distance fiber loop link.
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Introduction
It is a significant progress in recent years' researches that radio-over-fiber (RoF) technique has been utilized for precise time and radio frequency (RF) delivery. Despite of its advantageous properties of low attenuation, broad bandwidth and high reliability [1] , [2] , long-distance fiber channel in RoF systems still suffers from fluctuations of delay, mainly caused by varying environmental temperature as well as possibly mechanical vibration [3] , [4] . Solutions based on fiber transmission have been aiming for surmounting this barrier to retrieve precise time and frequency information at remote locations. The basic point-to-point stable delivery of time and RF tones usually employs a close-loop scheme. The signals are transferred to the far end and reflected backward, with the feedback information tuning the phase or delay, thus to achieve a constant single-trip time delay or phase shift [5] - [8] . Frequency-mixing based RF delivery method is also feasible to automatically cancel the phase fluctuation [9] .
Apart from the conventional point-to-point structure, disseminating time and frequency to multiple locations seems applicable in certain scenarios. In multi-antenna arrays such like Square Kilometer Array [10] , antennas are densely distributed in a relatively small geographical range. The array system will possess the advantages of lower cost and complexity if distributing to multiple antennas is feasible. Frequency-mixing based multiple-access radio frequency dissemination method has been reported with a relative frequency stability of 7 Â 10 À14 =s and 5 Â 10 À18 =day [11] . Another multipoint dissemination of RF frequency in fiber-optic link with stabilized propagation delay is demonstrated using variable delay module at the access node [12] . Furthermore, the multiple disseminating capability should not be restricted in frequency only [13] . In some application context like the multistatic radar system to improve ranging performance, the time information between intermediate sites and the central station is also indispensable as well [14] , [15] .
The delivery of time signal requires a much broader link bandwidth than the operation of single-tone frequency. For compensating the point-to-point fiber delay fluctuations, tunable delay modules (electronic or optical) are widely applied in reported schemes. For instance, the compensation of fluctuating fiber delay based on an electronic delay line is demonstrated in [16] . Though supporting very large delay tunable range, the electronic tunable delay has a limited resolution due to its limited bandwidth. An optical delay line such as a piezoelectric fiber stretcher or a motor-driven one with broader RF bandwidth can achieve higher resolution. However, considering the relatively large temperature-dependent delay variation of typical fiber (35 ps/km= C), its tunable range may be insufficient for the delivery over long distance as tens or hundreds of kilometers.
In this paper we present a novel scheme of time delay sensing together with frequency dissemination on any intermediate point along RoF loop link. This work is an extension of our previous point-to-point fiber-optic stable time signal transfer where the Time Deviation of 40 ps after 1-s averaging and 2.3 ps after 10 3 -s averaging was obtained after 50-km fiber delivery [17] . The phase stabilization capability of multiple oscillators was demonstrated with the -dispersioninduced optical tunable delay technique [18] , [19] . Likewise, a constant time delay was achieved, by phase-locking an RF reference which was simultaneously carried by the same optical carrier. The -dispersion-induced optical tunable delay ensured large delay fluctuation compensation range over long distance transmission [19] . For the operation capability on the intermediate point, here we employ the -dispersion tunable delay and an RF reference to stabilize the phase shift and time delay of the whole loop link, and then send the time and frequency signals to both the clockwise and the anticlockwise directions. On any intermediate point the system measures the delay difference between the two directions, and the time delay from central station to the intermediate point can be precisely calculated in real time with the help of the stable whole loop delay; simultaneously, the stable frequency with twice the angular frequency of the RF reference is recovered by mixing the RF references in the two directions. No time or phase control module is needed at the recovery point, so the multiple-access design shows reduced cost and complexity over traditional point-to-point structure. We demonstrate the concept by a 45-km fiber-optic loop link. The optimized design over our previous work is also discussed. 
Principle

Time Delay Sensing
For the time signal in Fig. 1 , let the clockwise time delay from A to B be T 1 , from B to A be T 2 , and similarly the anticlockwise delay from A to B be T 0 2 . First, since the light beams in both directions always keep the same wavelength, the time delays clockwise and anticlockwise on any segment always keep the same, which derives
Second, a stable loop time delay T C is ensured by phase-locking an RF reference as we employ the -dispersion-induced optical tunable delay technique and alter the wavelength of the tunable laser in an inverse feedback process
We have noticed that, in this kind of loop link it is uneasy to directly stabilize a segment's delay like T 1 or T 2 alone, because in that case the point is going to lose its property of "intermediate." The key idea of this design is that once the conditions of (1) and (2) are realized, the intermediate point can calculate the real-time delay, T 1;CV , by measuring the delay difference, T D , of the opposite directions on that point, with no need to stabilized T 1
where T 1;CV denotes the calculated value of T 1 . Therefore, with the whole loop delay T C stabilized and the delay difference between the two directions T D measured, the system is able to calculate the real-time delay T 1;CV on intermediate point. The total loop delay can be detected and known in advance. Note that the stabilization of the loop delay makes it convenient and optimized to use the long-term statistical average value of T C to improve the confidence level of time delay sensing.
Frequency Dissemination
As is shown in Fig. 1(b) , two synchronized radio-frequency sources RF 1 and RF 2 are at central station with the angular frequencies' relation of ! 2 ¼ 2! 1 . Note that the stable frequency or 
and frequency standard RF 2 :
where 1 or 2 corresponds to the initial phase of each. After electro-optical converted, RF 1 is injected into the fiber loop link in both directions. To be consistent with the analysis in time delay sensing, let the clockwise phase shift of RF 1 from A to B be ' 1 , from B to A be ' 2 , and similarly, let the anticlockwise phase shift from A to B be ' 0 2 . By the same argument before, we have
as we use the same optical wavelength in both directions. Then again, the RF phase-locking process guarantees a constant phase shift ' c of the whole loop link which is
At the B point, RF 1 in the two directions can be retrieved as
and
respectively. Then, a frequency mixing operation (generally single-mixing or triple-mixing) is imposed on V 3 and V 4 to generate
After filtering, the final recovered frequency signal appears as (regardless of power)
where both 1 and ' c are constants. The final output V 6 at the intermediate point is phaselocked to the frequency standard RF 2 at central station.
Due to the arbitrariness of the B point, time delay sensing and frequency dissemination can be implemented on any intermediate site along the fiber loop link.
Though N copies of hardwares for time and frequency recovery are needed if N access points are needed, all these copies have the same configuration, and on each intermediate point we employ fixed optical and electronic components with no tunable parts. On the contrary, each remote site must have a corresponding central station as its counterpart, where the expensive tunable part is required, in the conventional point-to-point scheme. As a result, the multiple access design shows great complexity reduction. Note that optical amplifiers may be required to compensate the power fading when the number of the access points increases.
Experiment Design
We have configured the experiment according to Fig. 2 . To facilitate measuring and demonstrating, we set two intermediate points on the loop, with one (B 1 point) functioning time delay sensing and the other (B 2 point) recovering frequency. Yet it is reasonable to have different designs of measurements, and practical use may require time delay sensing or frequency recovery only. Overall, this version of experiment is a proof-of-concept which verifies the functionalities on intermediate sites of arbitrariness. At central station, the 2.72-KHz pulsed time signal and 1.21-GHz frequency reference (RF 1 ) is carried on the same optical wavelength using two separate MZMs. The 1.21-GHz RF 1 is synchronized to the 2.42-GHz frequency standard RF 2 . Then, the central station injects the combined modulated beam into the loop link in clockwise and anticlockwise directions. After 45-km round trip, RF 1 is recovered at central station. Then the phase detector senses the phase difference between the recovered RF 1 and the original one, the result of which alters the laser's wavelength, in order to maintain a constant phase shift ' c , as well as a constant loop delay T C .
At B 1 point, the clockwise and anticlockwise time pulses are both recovered. A time interval counter (TIC 1 ) calculates the delay difference between the two directions, such that T D is obtained. The TIC we use here has a single-shot resolution of 20 ps. TIC in such resolution level is also available as a chip product to be integrated [20] . As is noted above in the principle analysis, the stable loop delay T C can be measured and known in advance, and also it is optimized to use its statistical average value since the loop delay is stabilized by RF phase locking. In this proof-of-concept experiment, we may as well treat T C as a constant. Thus, according to (3), with T D measured and T C known in advance, the real-time delay T 1;CV from central station to the intermediate point B 1 can be updated endlessly.
At B 2 point, the 1.21 GHz frequencies in two directions are firstly retrieved. Then a 790 MHz intermediate frequency up-converts one of the 1.21 GHz signals to 2 GHz and down-converts the other to 420 MHz. Finally they are frequency-mixed to regenerate a 2.42 GHz single tone. Here we use the triple-mixing method mainly to eliminate the same-frequency interference. As the total phase of the common frequency is neutralized to vanish in the final frequency mixing, the effect of triple-mixing is equivalent to that of (10) . Thus, a stable duplicate of the 2.42 GHz standard (RF 1 ), is recovered at the intermediate site.
To evaluate the precision of the sensed time delay T 1;CV on B 1 point, we have to use another time interval counter (TIC 2 ) to monitor the real value of T 1 simultaneously. The result of TIC 2 is denoted by T 1;MV , which means the measured value of T 1 . Therefore the time delay sensing precision is to be tested by comparing T 1;CV with T 1;MV , and the variation of the comparison result ðT 1;CV À T 1;MV Þ will serve as a performance indicator of time delay sensing.
Results and Discussions
To verify this expectation we first run a simultaneous recording of both T 1;CV and T 1;MV while an optical delay line (ODL) is inserted into the 20-km fiber branch. The ODL delay ranges from 0 ps to 500 ps, simulating the fiber delay fluctuation on a relatively fast changing speed of 1 ps/s. Fig. 3 illustrates that by employing intermediate point time delay sensing technique with whole loop phase locking, the sensed time delay varies only in AE50 ps range during the recording time of about 8000 s. In the principle analysis we have noted that in this kind of loop link it is uneasy to directly stabilize a segment's delay. Under this circumstance, the 20-km segment's delay T 1 , from central station to the intermediate point B 1 , would not be stabilized whether the whole loop delay is locked by the RF phase locking or not. The black zigzag curve in Fig. 3 depicts the variation of T 1;MV alone without RF phase locking. The comparison indicates that our time delay sensing technique is capable of tracking the sharp variation and giving the precise instantaneous value of time delay.
We also implement a similar performance test under the natural temperature-changing environment in the laboratory. In Fig. 4 the Time Deviation (TDEV) comparison of the sensed instantaneous time delay is taken into account. Typically, TDEV is used to evaluate the stability of time delivery. It is estimated by comparing the transferred time signal with a reference one. So in the simple time delivery case, for instance, 1PPS (pulse-per-second) signal is directly transferred from central station to access point, the stability of T 1;MV can be (and conventionally is) used to evaluate the fluctuating characteristics of time delivery (the black line in Fig. 4) . However, the goal of our system is not to stabilized T 1 but to sense this time delay T 1;CV on As for the measurement of the frequency stability of the recovered 2.42 GHz signal, we use a dual-frequency mixing method [21] . A 2.41 GHz common frequency at central station downconverts both the recovered and the original 2.42 GHz RF 1 to 10 MHz, which are then measured by a frequency comparator. The Overlapping Allan Deviation is displayed in Fig. 5 . With the RF phase locking of the whole loop, the frequency stability on the recovery point is measured to be 2:04 Â 10 À13 and 1:71 Â 10 À16 at 1-s and 10 4 -s averaging, respectively. As a comparison, the stability without RF phase locking goes deteriorated after 10 2 -s averaging time. The compensation process imposes slight deterioration on the short term stability. We believe this is mainly attributed to the Rayleigh scattering induced in the fiber loop and the limited bandwidth of our phase locking loop.
In [17] , we demonstrated the end-to-end stable frequency delivery capacity by the -dispersion technique when the time signal was transferred. It has been shown that the sinusoidal transfer function of the MZM leads to cross modulation between two RF carriers (as well as between the RF band and the baseband), which degrades the transfer stability and degrades the side-band suppression ratio of each carrier [22] . In this paper, the time signal and RF reference are separately carried on two MZMs, respectively, and are then combined together for the further simultaneous delivery. This design aims to eliminate the intermodulation distortion between the time and frequency bands. We also conducted a contrast experiment and the RF spectrums of the recovered 2.42 GHz under different conditions are shown in Fig. 6 . In the situation where only one MZM is used to carry both the time signal and frequency signal, spurious tones are generated around the 2.42 GHz center frequency, which results from intermodulation distortion. On the contrary, if two separate MZMs are employed to carry time and frequency signals respectively, the spurious tones are going to vanish because of the elimination of intermodulation. Due to the low repetition rate of the time signal (often up to several KHz maximal), the resulted spurious tones stay very close to the frequency signal, and therefore, a band-pass filter will be necessary if using one MZM. Another effective solution in this case is to recover the RF reference, by phase locking a high-quality oscillator to the output of the 2.42 GHz band-pass filter. This phase locking Vol. 7, No. 2, April 2015acts actually as an ultra-narrow band-pass filter, which has also been demonstrated to successfully improve the short-term stability [23] .
Conclusion
In this work we have demonstrated a novel radio-over-fiber multiple-access time delay sensing and frequency dissemination scheme based on the -dispersion-induced tunable optical delay and the RF phase locking. Given the stable whole loop link delay and phase shift achieved by RF phase locking, precise time delay sensing can be achieved by measuring the delay difference between both directions from the central station to the intermediate point; meanwhile, the stable frequency can be recovered by mixing the RF references in the two opposite directions. In the 45-km fiber loop link experiment, the variation of the sensed time delay is limited in AE50 ps range, compared to the real delay value which is monitored simultaneously; the Time Deviation shows 19.79 ps at 1-s averaging and 0.896 ps at 10 3 -s averaging on the intermediate point. The Overlapping Allan Deviation of the disseminated frequency is measured to be 2:04 Â 10 À13 and 1:71 Â 10 À16 at 1-s and 10 4 -s averaging time, respectively. The optimized design is also discussed to eliminate the intermodulation between the time and frequency bands. The large delay tunable range and broadband operation provided by the -dispersion tunable delay gives the potential for the construction of a multi-access, simultaneous time delay sensing and frequency dissemination system with lower cost and complexity based on a long-distance, ringform topology.
